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CHAPTER 2 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1   Interconnect Business in Telecommunications 

 

2.1.1 What is Interconnection? 

Interconnection is the mechanism for the seamless connecting of multiple 

telecommunications systems, including local telephone service, long-distance 

telephone service (including international), cellular, pay telephone, etc [1]. As more 

areas of telecommunications are being served by multiple providers, there are more 

interconnection issues, since it is generally a requirement that any customer should be 

able to communicate with any other customer, regardless of the providers. 

 

As per the European Commission Directive “Interconnection” means the 

physical and logical linking of public electronic communications networks used by the 

same or a different undertaking in order to allow the users of one undertaking to 

communicate with the users of the same or another undertaking, or to access services 

provided by another undertaking. Services may be provided by the parties involved or 

other parties who have access to the network. 

 

2.1.2 Why is Interconnection important? 

Interconnection is important because it allows the customers of a carrier to access 

customers of other carriers. 

It is also important because interconnect has a key impact on competition and after 

liberalisation of the sector it is one of the key mechanisms through which an 

incumbent operator can affect the competitive landscape [1]. Incumbent operators 

have little incentive to make things easy for their new competitors, and most of the 

bargaining power in negotiations lies with the incumbents. 
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Key elements of the interconnect regime, including costing/pricing methodology, 

scope for negotiations, and the nature of regulatory intervention, can send signals 

regarding policy intentions relating to the nature of competition. 

Interconnect is also important because it promotes infrastructure sharing. Interconnect 

allows for telecommunications to be viewed as other than a natural monopoly, 

because competitors may use the same facilities to provide service in whichever 

segment of the market they choose. 

According to ITU surveys, interconnection related issues are ranked by many 

countries as the single most important problem in the development of a competitive 

market placed for telecommunications services. Almost half of all countries in the 

Asia Pacific region indicated that interconnection issues were a top regulatory priority 

[17]. 

 

2.1.3 What are the widely accepted Interconnection related principles? 

 

� Requirement for physical interconnection:  

Incumbent operators must allow for other operators to physically interconnect to 

the incumbent’s network, including public and private networks, and providers of 

value added services [1]. This requirement must also cover facilities access so that 

other operators can manage their networks up to and including at points of 

interconnection. 

 

� Requirement for interconnect agreements:  

Creating an Interconnect Agreement forces the operators, both incumbent and new 

entrants, to resolve not only those issues directly relating to operations, such as the 

mechanisms for payment or settlement, but also those which are likely to arise, such 

as who is obligated to pay for network upgrades necessary for compatibility etc [1]. 

 

� Non-Discriminatory interconnect:  

Terms of interconnection should not discriminate unduly between operators or 

between a dominant firm’s own operators and those of interconnecting competitors 

[1]. Interconnect agreements between two similar operators must be on the same basis, 

offering the same terms and conditions. The only justification for different charges to 

different operators is cost differences directly attributable to providing interconnection 
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to those operators. Such provisions prohibit an incumbent operator from offering more 

beneficial terms to its own subsidiary (e.g., a cellular subsidiary) than to competitors 

of its subsidiary. The non-discriminatory provision must apply to all terms and 

conditions, including pricing, time for implementation, availability of interconnect 

points, and technical standards. 

 

� Regulator rights to review interconnect agreements:  

Though interconnect agreements are in fact commercial documents between two 

parties, they must be subject to review and approval by the regulator [1]. This review 

serves two purposes. First, it allows for the regulator to assess the fairness of the 

agreement relative to determining whether market power has been abused. Second, it 

allows for the regulator to enforce the non-discriminatory requirement. 

 

� Any technically feasible point:  

Best practice requires that interconnect must be provided at any technically 

feasible point. This is an important issue in preventing non-competitive behaviour [1]. 

Without this provision, an incumbent could limit points of interconnection to specific 

network areas far beyond the geographic scope of the entrant’s network. This would 

require the entrant to incur unnecessary network construction costs to carry traffic to 

the point of interconnection, thus increasing the entrant’s cost basis and decreasing its 

service quality. 

 

� Cost-based charges:  

Network elements should be unbundled and charged separately. Interconnect fees 

should be cost-based, whereas the specific costing methodology to be used for the fees 

may be specified by the regulator [1]. Interconnect charges have a fundamental effect 

on the profitability of the operators. If the charge is lower than the reasonable costs of 

provision then the interconnect seeker’s costs will be subsidised by the interconnect 

provider, and the former would gain an unfair advantage. If the charges are higher 

than the reasonable costs of provision then the interconnect seeker would be over-

compensating the interconnect provider. In both of these cases cost signals and 

competitive outcomes will be distorted. However, in recognition that one or more 

operators may not have sufficient cost data available to support formulation of these 

charges, a phase-in period is allowed, requiring cost based fees to be implemented at 
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some future point. Cost inefficiencies of incumbent operators should not be passed on 

through charges to interconnecting operators. 

 

� Dispute resolution:  

There should be identified procedures for dispute resolution. Disputes arising 

between the operators should typically be referred to the regulator [1]. Disputes 

involving breach of the Interconnect Agreement might be further subject to civil legal 

action. 

 

2.1.4 What are the key interconnection issues faced by new entrants? 

 

� Non-Availability of RIO:  

To facilitate interconnection negotiations between operators it is important to have 

standard terms and procedures published in the form of an RIO by the dominant 

operators [1]. However, non-availability of an RIO leaves the new Operators with 

little scope for any negotiations with the incumbent operator. 

 

� Interconnection Levels: 

The level at which interconnect occurs has ramifications on a number of issues 

including the quality of service delivery, and on interconnect charging and 

competitiveness [1]. For example, irrespective of the cost standard adopted to work 

out the interconnect costs and hence the prices to apply, the higher the Point of 

Interconnection (POI) is in the network, the more network elements have to be 

traversed before the call crosses the POI. The more service elements traversed the 

higher the costs associated with the use of more infrastructure. Therefore, the 

originating carrier interconnect payments are higher where the POI occurs at the 

charging switch level compared to the local area switch level.  

The interconnection levels that are offered to new entrants have a significant bearing 

on their business case and are a major issue related to interconnection. 

 

� Facilities Access:  

It is necessary that carriers be able to gain access to the facilities (or infrastructure) 

of other carriers [1]. The need for such facilities access arises due to need to establish 

physical points of interconnect between networks, often involving co-location of 
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facilities; and to encourage sharing of infrastructure such as mobile 

telecommunications towers to minimise the need for duplication, environmental 

reasons and a waste of resources. 

The facilities to which such access requirements apply usually include: Towers; 

Underground ducting; Cables (or lines); Buildings; and Land on which facilities are 

located. Not surprisingly, carriers are often reluctant to permit other carriers to access 

their facilities. It will therefore be important that carriers appreciate why reciprocal 

access to infrastructure is important to the smooth operation of telecommunications 

interconnect arrangements, and that they appreciate the benefits to themselves in 

having such arrangements in place. 

Facilities access issues typically include guidelines for physical access, notification 

periods for access, and reimbursement of carrier costs arising from provision of 

facilities and Specification requirements for inquiries seeking access. 

 

� Network Information sharing:  

This information is necessary to enable the interconnecting carrier to design its 

network in a way that ensures compatibility between its network, and those of others 

[1]. The type of network data that at interconnecting carrier might reasonably expect 

to receive from other carriers includes: 

• The volume of traffic transferred between networks over a given period; 

• Network performance against benchmark standards; 

• Anticipated action by either carrier that may affect the quality of the 

interconnect service, e.g., any change in standards or protocols affecting 

network operations; 

• Routing information necessary for the interconnecting carriers to determine 

when/where calls have failed; and 

• Identification of equipment in each carrier’s network that is responsible for, or 

has contributed towards, unsuccessful routing of calls. 

One of the most common disputes regarding access to network information relates to 

the timeliness of information. Even if carriers accept that there is a legitimate need 

that they provide network information to interconnecting carriers, they may still 

dispute the frequency with which such information should be provided. 
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� Billing and Settlement mechanism:  

This is a significant issue that has a direct bearing on the financials of the 

interconnecting operators [1]. In many countries that have separate domestic and 

international operators, settlement was typically accomplished through a revenue 

sharing arrangement. The revenue sharing arrangement was based on a negotiated 

percentage of call revenue which was to be allocated to each company. Typically, the 

revenue received by each company that was owed to the other would be netted against 

each other and a single payment would be issued.  

Increasingly, this type of mechanism is being phased out and replaced by an access 

charge-style mechanism. Access charges usually entail some combination of traffic 

sensitive and non-traffic sensitive components, reflecting the costs of providing 

access. An access charge structure involves carriers paying each other to originate or 

terminate traffic. As a general rule, the operator who collects revenue from the 

customer is the one to pay for access. 

It is important that the principle of reciprocity is applied in all billing and settlement 

matters so that the interconnecting Operators are not overly disadvantaged. 

 

 

� Universal service obligations and deficit charges:  

Some countries do not have separate universal service funds but deal with 

contributions to the universal service obligation through interconnection payments [1]. 

Examples include Indonesia and Malaysia. 

Inclusion of universal service contributions, and perhaps also access deficit 

contributions, in interconnection charges raises issues of complication of the cost basis 

on which interconnection charges are determined or negotiated as the basis on which 

interconnection and universal service costing and charging are determined may be 

substantially different. Also universal service costing and charges are inherently 

inappropriate for negotiation on a commercial basis between operators, and therefore 

cannot be associated with interconnection charging in regimes with a heavy reliance 

on commercial negotiation. 

Enforcement: All the issues raised above are addressed in Interconnection agreements 

that are commercial agreements between interconnecting operators. However the 

efficacy of the agreement holds only when it can be enforced through both prescribed 

remedies and through the courts system. 
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2.1.5 Other Issues related to Interconnection 

 

� Number Portability:  

Number portability is, in fact, an interconnect service, which is extremely 

important to the effectiveness of competition in local, mobile, and free phone services 

[1]. Without number portability, customers can expect to change their telephone 

numbers each time they change carriers. While this may be an irritant for residential 

or even some small business users, it is pretty much catastrophic for free phone users, 

who have invested substantial amounts into promoting their number. In most 

countries, the issue of implementing number portability is overshadowed by strong 

economic considerations of moving to a portable number regime. 
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Figure 2.1 - Interconnection as a Business 
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� Carrier Selection:  

Carrier pre-selection is an issue relating to interconnect between local and long-

distance or international carriers [1]. Carrier pre-selection allows for users to request 

that their local carrier automatically routing their long-distance calls to the long 

distance or international operator of their choosing when a long-distance or 

international call is placed. Long-distance competition requires equitable interconnect 

arrangements between the local and long-distance/international operators. These must 

include arrangements to allow for: Non-discriminatory carrier selection process; a 

single-stage carrier selection process or very short carrier selection codes; 

Identification of the calling line when the call is delivered to the long-distance 

operator’s switch for billing purposes; and billing details for any customers pre-

selecting the long-distance operator. 

 

 

2.2   Telco’s Current Practice and Methods on IDD Route Planning 

 

It was decided to access/contact some of the Telcos to acquire their current 

practice in the IDD interconnect business and to understand how they do IDD route 

planning to minimise IDD routing expenses. Required information was obtained using 

arranged interview sessions with selected Telcos, both local and overseas.   

 

Summary of the information gathered through interviews are, 

 

� Interconnect charge based on several factors, 

• No of total minutes (summation of all the seconds) 

• Location (fixed, mobile) 

• Total number of minutes terminated on a carrier during the traffic period 

• Committed number of minutes for the traffic period if any. 

• Discount given if any. 

 

� Carrier selection 

• Selection is done based on the charge and the quality of service (QOS)  
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� Characteristics of the carriers 

• Agreement changes are informed in advance, 

a. Discontinuation of the service 

b. Tariff change 

c. Destination change 

• Support multiple destinations 

• There can be many carriers with different tariffs and QOS for a given 

destination 

• Total terminated minutes on a carrier refers to summation of all the terminated 

minutes to destinations which the carrier supports. 

 

� Switch (MSC) configuration 

• Routing rules are configured manually. 

• Define primary carrier and alternatives carriers to all the IDD destinations 

• If the primary carrier fails (cannot be routed due to congestion or any other 

reason), then the alternative carriers are considered. 

• Simultaneous links through a carrier can be increased with additional fee (port 

charges)   

 

 

2.3   Dynamic Graphs 

 

Because of the nature of the research problem, it was decided to study and 

understand dynamic graph algorithms, it’s applications, issues and the performance to 

measure it’s feasibility of using in this research problem.  

Dynamic graph algorithms have been extensively studied in the last two 

decades due to their wide applicability in many contexts. Recently, several 

implementations and experimental studies have been conducted investigating the 

practical merits of fundamental techniques and algorithms [24]. In most cases, these 

algorithms required sophisticated engineering and fine-tuning to be turned into 

efficient implementations. Basically there are two types of dynamic graphs, undirected 

and directed graphs. There are several versions of dynamic graph applications 

depending on the nature of the dynamic problems. They are dynamic connectivity, 
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dynamic minimum spanning trees, sparsification technique, dynamic transitive closure 

and dynamic shortest paths [25]. 

The traditional design of graph algorithms usually deals with the development 

of an algorithm that, given a static (fixed) graph G as input, solves a particular 

problem on G; for example, “is G connected?” A dynamic graph, on the contrary, is a 

graph which may evolve with time due to local changes that occur in G; e.g., insertion 

of a new edge or deletion of an edge. The challenge for an algorithm dealing with a 

dynamic graph is to maintain, in an environment of dynamic local changes, a desired 

graph property (e.g., connectivity) efficiently; that is, without re-computing 

everything from scratch after a dynamic change. Dynamic graphs are usually more 

accurate models than static graphs, since most real systems (e.g., physical networks) 

are not truly static [24]. 

A dynamic graph is a data structure that allows two types of operations: queries and 

updates. A query asks for a certain property P of the current graph G (e.g., “are 

vertices x and y connected in G?”), while an update operation reflects a local change 

in G. Typical changes include insertion of a new edge and deletion of an existing 

edge. An algorithm or a problem is called fully dynamic if both edge insertions and 

deletions are allowed, and it is called partially dynamic if either edge insertions or 

edge deletions are allowed  (but not both). In the case of edge insertions (deletions), 

the partially dynamic algorithm or problem is called incremental (decremental). 

The main goal of a dynamic graph is to use structural properties of the current graph 

G in order to handle updates efficiently, i.e., without resorting to the trivial approach 

of re-computing the property P from scratch using a static algorithm. In most cases, 

updates take more time than queries, and the sequence of operations (updates and 

queries) is provided in an on-line fashion (i.e., the operations are not known in 

advance). 

Dynamic graph algorithms have been an active and blossoming field over the recent 

years due to their wide applicability in a variety of contexts, and a number of 

important theoretical results have been obtained for both fully and partially dynamic 

graph problems [25]. These results show a clear distinction between problem solving 

in undirected and in directed graphs: maintaining a property (e.g., connectivity) in a 

directed graph turns out to be a much more difficult task than maintaining the same 

property on an undirected graph. 
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The challenge for dynamic graph to beat their (usually very efficient) static 

counterparts as well as the fact that their input is more complicated than the input of 

the corresponding static algorithms have sometimes led to the development of rather 

sophisticated techniques and data structures. This, however, makes their practical 

assessment a non-trivial task, since the actual running times may depend on several 

parameters that have to do with the size and type of input, the distribution of 

operations, the length of the operation sequence, the update pattern in the operation 

sequence, and others. 

Hence, it is inevitable to perform a series of experiments with several dynamic graphs 

in order to be able to select the most appropriate one for a specific application. On the 

one hand, this experimentation often requires sophisticated engineering and fine-

tuning to turn theoretically efficient algorithms into efficient implementations. On the 

other hand, the conducted experiments give useful insight which can be used to further 

improve the algorithms and the implementations. 

Experimentation, however, requires proper selection of the test sets on which the 

implemented dynamic graphs will be assessed, i.e., the test set should be as complete 

as possible. This in turn implies that both unstructured (i.e., random) and structured 

inputs should be considered. The former is important to either confirm the average-

case analysis of an algorithm, or (if such an analysis does not exist) to understand its 

average-case performance. 

The latter is equally important as it either provides more pragmatic inputs (inputs 

originated from or motivated by real-world applications), or provides worst-case 

inputs, that is, inputs which will enforce an algorithm to exhibit its worst-case 

performance. Random inputs are usually easier to generate than structured inputs, 

while generation of worst-case inputs is perhaps the most difficult as it depends on 

several factors (problem, algorithm, etc). 

 

 

2.4   Optimisation Tools 

 

It was decided to study and evaluate available optimisation tools in order to use in this 

research problem to find a cost-effective IDD routing plan.  Several tools which are 

programmable and parameterised as per the requirements of the problem domain were 
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tested and evaluated. For example Lindo, Lingo, AIMMS, SYMPHONY, 

Mathematica, MINTO, MOSEK, CPLEX and GLPK etc. 

These optimisation tools (models) commonly consist of three parts. That are, the 

objective function, variables and constraints. 

 

� Objective function – This is single formula that describes exactly what the 

model should optimise. A general manufacturing example of an objective 

function would be to minimise the cycle time for a given product. 

� Variables – These are the quantities that can be changed to produce the 

optimal value of the objective function. For example, when driving a car, the 

duration of the trip (t) and the speed at which it is taken (v) determine the 

distance (d) that can be travelled. 

 

� Constraints – These are formulas that define the limits on the values of the 

variables. E.g. If a paint store is determining how many colours it should offer, 

only a positive number of colours are feasible. This constraint could be 

expressed as Colours >= 0; 

 

2.5  Genetic Programming (GP) 

 

Genetic Programming (GP) is a method to evolve computer programs. Automatic 

programming has been the goal of computer scientists for a number of decades [6]. 

Scientists would like to be able to give the computer a problem and ask the computer 

to build a program to solve it. Genetic programming, it has been said, shows the most 

potential as a way to automatically write computer programs. 

Genetic Programming, one of a number of evolutionary algorithms, follows Darwin’s 

theory of evolution often paraphrased as “survival of the fittest”. There is a population 

of computer programs (individuals) that reproduce with each other. Over time, the 

best individuals will survive and eventually evolve to do well in the given 

environment. 

Even though, GP is a heuristic process of selecting the best computer program out of 

many it is not practical to be used in an optimising problem which is a huge 

combinatorial problem with dynamic parameters. Therefore, GP is not feasible for the 

optimising process in our problem domain. 
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2.6  Genetic Algorithms (GA) 

 

The genetic algorithm is a probabilistic search algorithm that iteratively transforms a 

set (called a population or a generation) of chromosomes, each with an associated 

fitness value, into a new population of offspring objects using the Darwinian principle 

of natural selection and using operations that are patterned after naturally occurring 

genetic operations, such as crossover (sexual recombination) and mutation [10] [11]. 

A generic genetic algorithm is depicted in the Figure 2.2. 

 

Components of Genetic Algorithm, 

a) Genetic structure (gene � chromosome � population) 

b) Fitness function 

c) Fitness proportionate selection criteria 

d) Genetic operations (reproduction, mutation and crossover) 

e) Terminating criteria 

 

a) Genetic structure 

 

A gene is the smallest element of the genetic structure. Several genes constitute a 

chromosome. A chromosome is a representative of the population. That is, a 

collection of chromosome would be called a population. 

 

b) Fitness function 

 

Once the initial random population has been created, the individuals need to be 

assessed for their fitness. This is a problem specific issue that has to answer the 

question “how good (or bad) a particular individual?” for this we use a fitness 

function which will evaluate the fitness value of an individual. In our solution 

approach, this function would calculate the total cost/value for each chromosome. 

There will be a value/cost for each chromosome depending on the genes. The total 

value of such chromosomes is considered as the fitness value of the population. 

In our implementation the fitness value of a chromosome will be the total IDD 

traffic routing cost using the routing plan defined by the chromosome. 
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Figure 2.2 – A Generic Genetic Algorithm 

 

 

c) Fitness proportionate selection [6] 

 

1. The raw fitness is restated in terms of standardised fitness. A lower 

standardised fitness value implies a better individual. If the raw fitness 

increases as an individual improves then an individual’s standardised fitness is 

the maximum raw fitness (i.e. the fitness of the best individual in the 

population) minus the individual’s raw fitness. If the raw fitness decreases as 

an individual improves, standardised fitness for an individual is equal to the 

individual’s raw fitness. 
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2. Standardised fitness is then restated as adjusted fitness, where a higher value 

implies better fitness. The formula used for this is:  
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Where adj(i) is the adjusted fitness and std(i) is the standardised fitness for 

individual i. The use of this adjustment is beneficial for separation of 

individuals with standardised fitness values that approach zero. 

 

3. Normalised fitness is the form used in selection method. It is calculated from 

adjusted fitness in the following manner: 
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where norm(i) is the normalised fitness for individual i, and M is the number 

of individuals in the population. 

 

 

4. The probability of selection (sp) is: 
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This can be implemented by: 

a) Order the individuals in a population by their normalised fitness (best at 

the top of the list) 

b) Choose a random number, r, from zero to one. 

c) From the top of the list, loop through every individual keeping a total of 

their normalised fitness values. As soon as this total exceeds r stop the loop 

and select the current individual. 
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d) Genetic Operations 

It is recommended in many artefacts that the best ratio for GA operations would be 

10%, 85% and 5% [7] [8] [9]. 

In this particular exercise, after experimenting with lot of combinations and 

justifications, genetic operations, mutation, crossover and reproduction on 

randomly selected chromosomes with 15%, 80% and 5% percentages respectively 

were used. The size of a population is 20 chromosomes and a minimum of 100 

populations were considered in order to determine the optimised solution.   

 

• Mutation  

A chromosome is selected probabilistically based on the fitness value 

and a gene is selected randomly and replaced with another gene which 

also selected randomly form the eligible list of genes. New 

chromosome will pass on to the next generation. (See Figure 2.3). 

 

• Crossover (sexual recombination)  

As in the Figure 2.4, two chromosomes are randomly selected from the 

population based on the fitness value and the crossover point is 

randomly selected. Crossover operation is then performed in the 

crossover point to generate two new members to the next generation.  

 

• Reproduction  

Select the best chromosomes in the population based on the fitness 

value and just add to the next generation. (See Figure 2.5). 

 

 

e) Terminating Criteria 

The evolutions of new solutions continue iteratively till one of the termination 

criteria is met. Evolution terminates if the change in fitness of the best individual 

in the population is less than 0.01% in two consecutive generations subject to the 

condition that at least 100 generations have evolved.  
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Figure 2.3 - Mutation Operation 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4 - Crossover Operation 
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Figure 2.5 - Reproduction Operation 
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